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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim]

[Claim 1] Two or more input image memories which store the image data inputted, and two or more constant memory
which stores a constant data in the address specified by the constant memory write address when the constant memory-
write enabling signal inputted is effective, It has the multiplier which carries out the multiplication of the output of the

aforementioned input image memory, and the output of the aforementioned constant memory, and searches for a

multiplication result, respectively. In the image processing system which it has two or more sum-of-products arithmetic

circuits which accumulate each of those multiplication results and perform a sum-of-products operation, and two or

more aforementioned sum-of-products arithmetic circuits are controlled [ image processing system ], and operates them
Constitute each aforementioned constant memory from the memory space of necessary minimum, and an image-

processing program is followed. The control section which outputs the control signal for terminating processing whose
change of the content of each aforementioned constant memory rewrites only a required field to a new constant data by

just before the change processing sequence start in connection with processing sequence change of each

aforementioned sum-of-products arithmetic circuit, All the constant memory tiiat outputs this constant data stored in the

address when the aforementioned constant data used at the time of an image-processing operation is stored and all the

constant memory read-out addresses were inputted to the aforementioned constant memory, While the aforementioned

control signal is inputted and the aforementioned constant memory-write enabling signal and the aforementioned

constant memory write address are outputted to each aforementioned constant memory, the constant memory-write
control section which outputs all the aforementioned constant memory read-out addresses to all the aforementioned

constant memory, and controls content change of each of those constant memory The image processing system
characterized by preparing.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed description]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] this invention relates to the image processing system which consists of a digital signal

processor (henceforth DSP) etc., and the formula which changes the content of the constant memory inside [ the ] a

sum-of-products arithmetic circuit especially.

[0002]

[Prior art] Conventionally, as technique of such a field, there was what is indicated by the following reference, for

example.

A reference; television society magazine and 47[2] (1993) P. 168-176 image-processing operation is perfomied in many
cases by repeating a sum-of-products operation like for example, a VCF operation. The various configurations using

DSP as a circuit which can perform an image-processing operation general-purpose are proposed as indicated by the

aforementioned reference. Since it is the processor which enabled it to perform a sum-of-products operation

programmably, the sum-of-products arithmetic circuit which consists of a multiplier and an accumulation machine of

this multiplier latter part serves as the fundamental component and DSP can control the input trajectory of multiplier

input data programmably, it is suitable for the general-purpose image-processing arithmetic circuit. And when the

amounts of image-processing operations run short in the sum-of-products arithmetic circuit whose number is one, the

method of aiming at enhancement in a performance is a general view by operating simultaneously two or more the

sum-of-products arithmetic circuits. Drawing 2 is the block diagram showing the example of 1 configuration of the

conventional image processing system which four sum-of-products arithmetic circuits are controlled [ image processing

system
]
simultaneously, and operates them. This image processing system has the control section 1 which controls the

whole equipment according to an image-processing program, and the external-input port 2 which inputs image data

Din, and four input image memories 10-13 and four constant memory 20-23 are connected to those output sides. The
control section 1 has the function which outputs constant-data Sla stored in the constant memory 20-23, constant

memory-write enabling-signal Sib, and constant memory write-address Sic. Four sum-of-products arithmetic circuits

30-33 are connected to the output side of 4 sets of input image memories 10-13, and the constant memory 20-23. Each
sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33 The output of the input image memories 10-13, The multipliers 30a-33a
which carry out the multiplication of the output of the constant memory 20-23, and the adders 30b-33b adding the

output and the results of an operation S30-S33 of these multipliers 30a-33a, It consists of the registers 30c-33c which
accumulate the output of these adders 30b-33b, and give the results of an operation S30-S33 to adders 30b-33b,

respectively,

[0003] Next, an operation operation of drawing 2 is explained. It is stored in each image memories 10-13 when image
data Din is inputted from the external-input port 2. A control section 1 outputs constant memory-write enabling-signal

Sib and constant memory write-address Sic while it outputs constant-data Sla used for an operation according to an

image-processing program. When constant memory-write enabling-signal Sib is effective, the constant memory 20-23

stores constant-data Sla in the address specified by constant memory write-address Sic. The output of the input image
memory 10 and the constant memory 20 is sent to the sum-of-products arithmetic circuit 30. Similarly, the output of

other input image memories 11-13 and the constant memory 21-23 is sent to the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 31-

33, respectively. In the sum-of-products arithmetic circuit 30, the multiplication of the output of the input image
memory 10 and the output of the constant memory 20 is carried out by multiplier 30a. The result of an operation S30
which is the output and accumulation output of multiplier 30a is added by adder 30b, and the addition result is stored in

register 30c. The content of register 30c is inputted into adder 30b, accumulation is performed, and the result of an
operation S30 is outputted from this register 30c. Other sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 31-33 perform tiie same
sum-of-products operation, and output the results of an operation S31-S33 from registers 31 c-3 3c, respectively. As
mentioned above, in the conventional image processing system, the image-processing speed is raised by operating two



or more sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33.

[0004]

[Object of the Invention] However, in the conventional image processing system, the capacity of the constant memory
20-23 needed for an operation increases as the image-processing operation to process is various, and versatility is made
large, since it is necessary to change the constant value of a multiplier input according to an operation. Following

technique (1) - (3) can be considered as the resolution means.

(1) Increase the capacity of the constant memory 20-23 linked to each sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33.

(2) Prepare the constant memory which stores constant-data SI a only one place in an image processing system, and it

supplies the one constant memory output to all the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33.

(3) The constant memory space of each sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33 changes the content of the constant

memory 20-23 by the move instruction from a control section 1, whenever it considers as necessary minimum and an

operation modality is changed.

However, it was difficult for there to be the following problems and to obtain a technical sufficientiy satisfactory image

processing system by any technique of aforementioned (1) - (3). That is, by the technique of the above (1), constant

memory space becomes large and a hard amount increases. By the technique of the above (2), although hard amount

increase is not generated, since only the same constant-data Sla can always be supplied to each sum-of-products

arithmetic circuits 30-33, the flexibility as an image processing system is lost Furthermore, by the technique of the

above (3), although there is neither hard amount increase nor a fall of flexibility, the constant-data transfer time serves

as an overhead, the luminous efficacy of the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33 of operation falls, and it causes a

fall of the processing speed of an image processing system, this invention aims at offering tiie highly efficient image
processing system solved as a technical probrem which the aforementioned conventional technique had about the point

of increase of constant memory space, a fall of processing speed, and a fall of the flexibility of an operation.

[0005]

[The means for solving a technical problem] Two or more input image memories which store the image data inputted in

order that this invention may solve the aforementioned technical probrem, Two or more constant memory which stores

a constant data in the address specified by the constant memory write address when the constant memory-write

enabling signal inputted is effective, It has the multiplier which carries out the multiplication of the output of the

aforementioned input image memory, and the output of the aforementioned constant memory, and searches for a

multiplication result, respectively. In the image processing system which it has two or more sum-of-products arithmetic

circuits which accumulate each of those multiplication results and perform a sum-of-products operation, and two or

more aforementioned sum-of-products arithmetic circuits are controlled [ image processing system ], and operates them
Each aforementioned constant memory is constituted from the memory space of necessary minimum, and the control

section which outputs a control signal according to an image-processing program, all constant memory, and the

constant memory-write control section are prepared further. Here, the control signal outputted from a control section is

a signal for terminating processing which rewrites only a field [ need / to be changed / the content of each

aforementioned constant memory ] in connection with processing sequence change of each aforementioned sum-of-

products arithmetic circuit to a constant data new by just before the change processing sequence start. All constant

memory is memory which outputs this constant data stored in the address to the aforementioned constant memory,
when the aforementioned constant data used at the time of an image-processing operation is stored and all the constant

memory read-out addresses are inputted. A constant memory-write control section inputs the aforementioned control

signal, and it has the function which outputs all the aforementioned constant memory read-out addresses to all the

aforementioned constant memory, and controls content change of each of those constant memory while it outputs the

aforementioned constant memory-write enabling signal and the aforementioned constant memory write address to each

aforementioned constant memory.

[0006]

[Operation] According to this invention, since the image processing system was constituted as mentioned above,

content change of each constant memory is required timing, and a control section outputs a control signal to a constant

memory-write control section. When the control signal from a control section is inputted, while the constant data used
by the image-processing operation is made to output from all constant memory, change processing of a constant data is

made to perform to each constant memory in a constant memory-write control section. The sum-of-products operation

of the output of each input image memory and constant memory is carried out in each sum-of-products arithmetic

circuit, and the result of an operation is outputted. Therefore, the aforementioned technical probrem is solvable.

[0007]

[Example] Drawing 1 is the configuration block view of the image processing system which shows the example of this

invention, and the common sign is given to the element in conventional drawing 2 , and the common element. In this

image processing system, it replaces with the constant memory 20-23 among the same input image memories 10-13



connected to the input side of the multipliers 30a-33a in each of those sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33

although it has four sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33, for example and same constant memory 20-23 as the

image processing system of drawing 2 , and the constant memory 40-43 which has the memory space of necessary

minimum is formed. Moreover, while it replaces with the control section 1 of drawing 2 and a control section 100 is

formed, the constant memory-write control section 200 and all the constant memory 300 are newly formed. The control

section 100 has the function which outputs the control signal SI 00 for constant memory writes to the constant memory-
write control section 200 according to an image-processing program. The constant memory-write control section 200

outputs all constant memory read-out address S200c to all the constant memory 300, and has the function which

controls constant-data change processing to each of those constant memory 40-43 while it inputs a control signal SlOO

and outputs constant memory-write enabling-signal S200a and constant memory write-address S200b to the constant

memory 40-43. All the constant memory 300 is memory in which only a number required at the time of image-

processing-system employment stores the constant data used by the image-processing operation, and has the function

which reads die constant data S3 00 stored in the address based on all constant memory read-out address S200c from the

constant memory-write control section 200, and is outputted to the constant memory 40-43. In addition, when it was an

exclusive intended-use-image processing system and versatility is considered although all the constant memory 300

could be constituted from read only memory (ROM), the configuration which constitutes this ****** memory 300

from random access memory (RAM), and transmits a control section 100 to a constant data at the time of starting of an

image processing system as required is desirable.

[0008] Next, an operation operation of drawing 1 is explained. The constant data S300 used by the image processing

system is beforehand stored in all the constant memory 300. When image data Din is inputted from the external-input

port 2, the image data Din is stored in the input image memories 10-13. In a control section 100, when the number of

the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits which need to change the content of the constant memory 40-43 by the

operation in the next sequence of a sum-of-products arithmetic circuit while performing one image-processing

operation sequence is also one in all the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33, the control signal SlOO for constant

memory writes is sent out to the constant memory-write control section 200. The constant memory-write control

section 200 follows the control parameter contained in a control signal SlOO. While constant memory-write enabling-

signal S200a is confirmed, the constant memory 40-43 is changed into the status which can be written in and constant

memory write-address S200b is outputted to them All constant memory read-out address S200c is sent to all the

constant memory 300, a constant data S300 is made to output from the constant memory 300, and the content of the

specified constant memory (for example, 40) is changed. This change processing is processing which writes in the

constant data S300 which the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33 need by the processing sequence carried out to

the degree of the processing sequence in the present operation. Therefore, a control signal SlOO is delivered from a

control section 100, while performing the processing sequence in the present operation, it is the timing which content

change of the constant memory 40 ends by the following processing sequence start, and change processing is

performed by the constant memory-write control section 200. If the output of the input image memories 10-13 and the

constant memory 40-43 is sent to the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33, the multipliers 30a-33a in those sum-

of-products arithmetic circuits 30 will carry out the multiplication of the output of the input image memories 10-13, and

the output of the constant memory 40-43, and will send the multiplication result to adders 30b-33b. In adders 30b-33b,

the results of an operation S30-S33 and the aforementioned multiplication result which are an accumulation output are

added, and the addition result is stored in registers 30c-33c. The content of these registers 30c-33c is inputted into

adders 30b-33b, and the results of an operation S30-S33 by which the sum-of-products operation was carried out from

these registers 30c-33c are outputted.

[0009] Drawing 3 is the block diagram showing the example of a configuration of the constant memory-write control

section 200 in drawing 1 . In this constant memory-write control section 200, the control signal SlOO from the control

section 100 of drawing 1 is inputted. The constant memory write signals S105-S108, the constant memory-write start

command signal SI 09, and the write-in starting address SI 10 the constant memory write-in parameter sending-out

signal S 101, the read-out starting address SI 02, the read-out start counted value SI 03, the read-out end counted value

SI 04, the constant memory 40, - for 43 are contained in the control signal SlOO. In the constant memory-write control

section 200, the read-out start counter register 201 set by the constant memory write-in parameter sending-out signal

SlOl, the read-out end counter register 202, and the write-permission signal register 203 are formed. It is the

configuration that the read-out start counted value SI 03 is inputted into the read-out start counter register 201, the read-

out end counted value S 104 is inputted into the read-out end counter register 202, and the constant memory write

signals S105-S108 are further inputted into the write-permission signal register 203. Moreover, the sequence control

counter 204 cleared by the constant memory-write start command signal SI09 and the flip-flop 205 for write-in control

busy (henceforth FF) with which an output S205 is set to 1 by this command signal SI 09 are formed. While the start

counter comparator 206 which compares them with the output S201 of the read-out start counter register 201 and the



output S204 of a sequence control counter 204 is connected, the end counter comparator 207 which compares them is

connected to the output S202 of the read-out end counter register 202, and the output S204 of a sequence control

counter 204. The output S206 of the start counter comparator 206 and the output S207 of the end counter comparator

207 are connected to the input side ofFF for busy [ write-in ]208. While the read-out address counter 209 which

outputs all constant memory read-out address S200c, and the write-in address counter 210 which outputs constant

memory write-address S200b are connected, 2 input AND gates 220-223 which output constant memory-write

enabling-signal S200a (S200a-0-S200a-3) to the constant memory 40-43 are connected to the output S208 of FF208.

Each counter 204,209,210 and FF205,208 operate with a system clock CLK. Output S 203-0 of the write-permission

signal register 203 - S 203-3 are connected to the input side of each AND gates 220-223.

[0010] Next, a constant-data change processing operation of the constant memory-write control section 200 of drawing

3 is explained. The control signal SlOO (=S101-S1 10) for constant memory writes outputted from the control section

100 of drawing 1 is inputted in the constant memory-write control section 200 by the following procedures (A) and (B),

and change processing of a constant data is performed.

(A) Parameter [ of 101st constant memory write-in parameter sending-out signal S ] (1) - (5) is inputted, and it is preset

by each register in the constant memory-write control section 200 at a set or a counter.

(1) It will be preset by the write-in address counter 210 if the write-in starting address SI 10 to the constant memory 40-

43 of write-in starting-address SI 10 drawing 1 is inputted.

(2) It will be preset by the read-out address counter 209 if the read-out starting address SI 02 of the read-out starting-

address SI 02 all constant memory 300 is inputted.

(3) An input of the read-out start counted value SI 03 read-out start counted value SI 03 sets the read-out start counted

value SI 03 to the read-out start counter register 201 with the number of clock cycles until it starts data read-out of all

the constant memory 300 from the input time of the constant memory-write start command signal SI 09 mentioned

later. Here, a value which a constant memory write will end by the time the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33

of drawing 1 start the following processing sequence is set.

(4) An input of the read-out end counted value SI 04 read-out end counted value SI 04 sets this read-out end counted

value SI 04 to the read-out end counter register 202 with the number of clock cycles until it ends data read-out of all the

constant memory 300 from the input time of the constant memory-write start command signal SI 09 mentioned later.

(5) An input of the constant memory write signals S105-S108 to the constant memory 40-43 connected to each sum-of-

products arithmetic circuits 30-33 sets these constant memory write signals S105-S108 to the write-permission signal

register 203 with the write-permission control signal to those 40 to constant memory 43 each. When a value is 1 and the

write-in possibility of and a value are 0, suppose that writing is impossible.

[001 1] (B) If the constant memory-write start command signal SI09 aforementioned constant memory write-in

parameter sending-out signal S 101 is inputted and the constant memory-write start command signal SI 09 is inputted

into the sequence control counter 204 and FF for write-in control busy205 following on it, the writing to the constant

memory 40-43 of drawing 1 will be performed by following procedure (1) - (4) after the start command signal input.

(1) If the input constant memory-write start command signal S109 of the constant memory-write start command signal

SI 09 is inputted, while a sequence control counter 204 will clear, the output S205 ofFF for write-in control busy205 is

set to 1 . In this FF205, it will be in the status that it was set to 1 as it is, and is reset by 0 synchronizing with the data

write-in end to the constant memory 40-43. On the other hand, while are cleared by tiie constant memory-write start

command signal SI 09 and setting FF205 to 1, the count rise of every one sequence control counter 204 is carried out.

Thereby, a sequence control counter 204 outputs the number of clock cycles of the system clock CLK from the input

time of the constant memory-write start command signal S109.

(2) The write-in start start counter comparator 206 sets an output S206 to 1, when the output S201 of the read-out start

counter register 201 and the output S204 of a sequence control counter 204 are measured and those outputs S201 and

S204 become equal. If the output S206 of the start counter comparator 206 is set to 1, the output S208 ofFF for busy

[ write-in ]208 will be set to 1. The output S208 of this FF208 holds 1 as it is, and is reset by 0 synchronizing with the

data write-in end to the constant memory 40-43.

(3) If the output S208 of data write-in FF208 is set to 1, one input of 2 input AND gates 220-223 which output constant

memory-write enabling-signal S200a is set to 1, to the constant memory (for example, 40) output S 203-0 of the write-

permission signal register 203 - whose S 203-3 are 1, constant memory-write enabling-signal S200a-0 will be set to 1,

and the writing to the constant memory 40 of it will be attained. To other constant memory 41-43, since constant

memory-write enabling-signal S200a-l-S200a-3 are 0, it will be in the status which cannot be written in. Moreover,

when the output S208 of FF208 is 1, while read-out of the constant data S300 by which the read-out address counter

209 and the write-in address counter 210 were stored in all the constant memory 300 by all constant memory read-out

address S200c and constant memory write-address S200b which carry out a count rise witii every one system clock

CLK, and are outputted from those counters 209,210 is performed, the constant data S300 is written in the constant



memory 40.

(4) The write-in end end counter comparator 207 measures the output S202 of the read-out end counter register 202,

and the output S204 of a sequence control counter 204, and when those outputs S202 and S204 become equal, an

output S207 is set to 1. If the output S207 of the end counter comparator 207 is set to 1, the output S205 ofFF for

write-in control busy205 and the output S208 ofFF for busy [ write-in ]208 will be reset by 0, and write-in processing

to the constant memory 40 will be completed.

[0012] As mentioned above, by this example, only by taking out two instructions (the constant memory write-in

parameter sending-out signal SI 01 and constant memory-write start command signal SI 09) from a control section 100,

it has flexibiUty and the value of the constant memory 40-43 can be automatically updated by control of the constant

memory-write control section 200. Therefore, while processing of a control section 100 is mitigated, memory space of

the constant memory 40-43 can be made small, processing speed can be improved, the flexibility of an operation is

improved further, versatility can be enlarged, and a highly efficient image processing system can be realized. In

addition, various deformation, such as not being limited to the above-mentioned example, for example, changing

making it numbers other than 4 set **** or the constant memory-write control section 200 into the configuration of

those other than drawing 3 for the sum-of-products arithmetic circuits 30-33, the input image memories 10-13, and the

constant memory 40-43 according to the amount of image processings, is possible for this invention.

[0013]

[Effect of the invention] Since according to this invention a constant memory-write control section and all constant

memory are added and the constant memory-write control section was controlled by the control section as explained to

the detail above, only by taking out two instructions from this control section to this constant memory-write control

section, by constant memory rewriting control processing of this constant memory-write control section, it has

flexibility and the value of constant memory can be changed automatically. Therefore, implementation of the highly

efficient image processing system which decreases the capacity of constant memory, and improves processing speed,

and whose flexibility of an operation improves further, and can enlarge versatility is attained.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[An easy explanation of a drawing]

[ Drawing 1 ] It is the configuration block view of the image processing system which shows the example of this

invention.

[ Drawing 2 ] It is the configuration block view of the conventional image processing system.

[
Drawing 3 ] It is the configuration block view of a constant memory-write control section shown in drawing 1 .

[An explanation of a sign]

10-13 Input image memory
30-33 Sum-of-products arithmetic circuit

30a-33a Multiplier

30b-33b Adder

30c-33c Register

40-43 Constant memory
100 Control Section

200 Constant Memory-Write Control Section

300 All Constant Memory

[Translation done.]
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2 3<7)aj:'jffl!lfc«. 4ffl<^Sftg|Sllll»3 0~3 3*^

^*y 10~13c^ai:^i:. ^^^:y 2 0-2 3c7)aj

:him.'fhm^^ 0 a~3 3 a i: . ^mS3 0 a

-3 3 ac7)ai:Jji:i||l[g^S 3 O-S 3 3 S-tram-TSlni

S[^30b~33bi:. gaiD^3 0 b-3 3 b^OttJ:')

LT S 3 0~ S 3 3 ^JnlCS 3 0b
'-33bA.-^£S^5^X^'3 0c—33ci:-C. -eil-f

tiim.^ixx\.^h,

[ 0 0 0 3 ] 0 2mmi^^WLm-h , hmx

#BfiM* y 1 0~1 3^im^ixh, SIffligpitt. B
wmrxj^r^yMzmK mmzmh-hmi'f—s's
1 si^^^-thbMz. ys3itT*rfi^s 1 b

y«iir h s 1 c s-ai:^]-ts

.

^ yS)MiF^^-ts 1 himmthm. m?<* y 2

0-2 3\imu<=^^)miLTYVXS\ cXH^^ixTz
TYVXkzmLT-^Sl a^teS^S. A^B^^*
y 1 0 y 2 ooai^tt, 8»iiSiii»3 0^
i*ii>iiS. fi!!c7)A*®fii^* y 1 1-1 3 i:^

^ty2i-2 3<^aj**^ mm%m^3 1-^33

^^ii^tm^iih. mmwm3o\izi5\^x. a*
BfiM^y 1 o^aj^fc^a^^y 2oc7)ai:'jk*^'^

^3 0aT^;?il&, a^3 0a<7)aj:fti:^ii^

ai*T3iSJgi:fe*S3 0k(4. JlJiDS3 0b-CllIlir$

^i, -eomm^j^i^'x^ 3 0c {cigw^ns , v'j

y.^30c <r>n^im'M^3 0 h'^K^^ixxmsm
tf^fihti. m^'jT.^ 3 oct^i^m^^s 3 oijitui}

^tit. mwmmmm i-3 3i,p«o«wsim
PS/X:?31 c-3 3c*»i5>illSIS*S3 1-

S3 3^'eii'r*iaj:ft-r^. &±<^io^z. m^m^
9s^mx'ii. imm<^wmM.m3 0-33 5:iwf

§-frSvIfcfc:J:0, Bm5!«iaLS^|6l±$-e:TV^S.
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B®i!!^M-C«. «ia-rSB®i!Mllj5p'^®Tft

0. imizj;i',xfmi^K:f}<o^mi:^'th!mip
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s^^tu2o~2 3<7)§fi*«Ji:^&. ^<^mm^
mt IX. d^coJ: ( 1 ) ~ ( 3 ) mthfi

( 1 ) ^wmnms 0-33izmmt^mL^^^
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(2) ^x-^Sla^1gjfrrS^a^^'J{4®fil
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(3) #«*IiSl[IilSS3 0~3 3«Sib<t'J§fi« 10

B?^ ( 1 ) ~ ( 3 ) iOV^^coifrSTt. d:

COX o 0 . mmizmm&m><mm9m
mm.t:%hzkiiimm:'h^fz. m*>. loa ( 1

)

ri.. fi^ (2) co:trS-CJi. ^N-H*«:^{4l6^t5:
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Lxmfip^itmm!!wmizti\>'^x.
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[0006]

n-Th, ^ut^vmummsnxii. mm3t-i^<mm
m'^i:X:h^ht. mmm^Mxmr^mL'f-:!^
i:^^u(^vip^tii:n^^thtMz. #m?<*yt
f^Lx^'f-^ffy^M'm^nh-t?,. ^xi3mwut
tuf:^^ty<7)m*{4. wmmwrn^x-mmM-
^tixmw^^taii^ti^. m-^x. tmwim^m^
x^tcoxh^,
[0007]

(om&f^^i'y^mxh'o. m^m2tp(mmt^(^
^^ziiimm^n^tix\>^^. ;i<mmwm

mmm 0-^-3 3i:mtx\.^htK ^ti^co^mmf.
mm3 0~3 3rtcom^3 0 a~3 3 aOA:^fflKc:g^

m^ti?>xijmwui'f: u 1 0-1 3m^^^=e y 2 o

~2 3iOd-^, -eo^iac^^:U2 0~2 3H:f^i.T.

S^Jn|S<0^^U§a$r^Sm><t U 4 0~4 3j&>'

^{t^>iiTv^s. m2<ommsiiiiizitix^mi
1 0 oAJgtf^iis ^^=evmjmms^2 0

o&rx^^gutu 3 0 oimfiizmn^tix\i^i>, m
epsioo«. mmimrxi^^Mzm'yxmut'eu
mm<mmm^s 1 0 o^r^^t 'jm©ifflia52 0

o^aj^i-rs«iig^WL-cv^s, ^^^vmummm
2 0 o«. soffliM^s 100 i^A* L. um
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l/i^'X^' 2 0 2. aiXSSIlF^m-tUi^';^:? 2 0 3*«^

ft<?>iiTV^-&. g!{ii^J&;<r»»'^^>''X5'2 0 ItcJi^

ai^*»>>hMs 1

0

3ti^x-)}^ti. m^m:fi'^y
9WJX9 20 2 \,z\m\mTii"^yvmsioAifix
ij^ti. ^^i.zmm^m^i-i^:^^2 0 3iziimL^

t usam-^s 1 0 5~s 1 0 st'^AD^timmz^j:

^i:'yx^')r^iimm'^y^20At. gsi^M
1 0 91i oTai:Jj S 2 0 5*n tC-fe «y h

d) 2 0 5*i^{tic>^i-cv^^. mtam^^'yy^u'Jx
^201<rHiifiS20 1kmm:^^y:i^204<Olii:hS

2 04t(i. ^tii^^imthmiik:^^y^ii:^2 0
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S200 ci:^^-rhmi&TYV:^:^^y9 209 . R
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YVX:fj^y^2l Oim^^iXhtmz. ^Oi=^^)
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{S20 0a-0~S200a-3) ^\i!,i)'^h2Xn
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i^XxA^^'n «y ^ C L Kt:J: oTiftf^S i 0 (c^ToT

V^S. #AND>--h2 2 0~2 2 3<0A::^jffl!Itc:{i. m
iZHP^m^l^xX:? 2 0 3coaJi) S 2 0 3 - 0-S 2 0

3-3*ig!^$ti-CV^S.

[ooio]»:{c. m3ff)miL^=^')maMm>2oo
(Ty^'f-'^^mf^iY^timm-h . s i <mm> i

0 o*>/i>{i}:>3$iiyimxt usafflcosifflifi^s 1 0

0 ( = S1 01~S1 10) <i.

(A ) , ( B ) x-mL^^^)mmm^2 o o n^zxh

(A) mxtusii^N-7^-^jMai^^sioi
iJ^c^^N-^^-:? ( 1 ) ~ ( 5 ) ifiX-n^ft. 'J
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(1) miimi^rYvxsiio
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1

0

ifixn ^iih

t
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(2) wdmkrYvxs\02
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^KhiL. ^tdm^r Yvxij'^y9 20 9\,zr^}^
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m>< ^: U 3 0 0 OT-:5'i!aiS-|^-rS iti^:?' o «y
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(4) mimrrt'^y vmsio

A
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( 5 ) ^Wmwm3 0~3 3l::gf^$iiTV^SS

u 4 o~4 3 y*ae^s 1 0
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t-fe .y h $tLS . 1 ffi*^'0 C7)l^l3 20

[0011] (B) ^Mt'JS3iia*&t&^^Sl
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2 0 5 (:A:'3$ii-& . ^(^W^lk%m^X-h'^. <$:(o

i 3=3:#^)il ( 1 ) ~ ( 4 ) -CE 1 y 4 0~4
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( 1 ) vmumi&m^^s 1 0 9(r>xn 30

>ffflFF20 5iOai:>3S20 5*UJC-fe-yh$ilS. Z.

C0FF2 0 5T«. -e^OiiltC-fe-yh^^^t^lfc^fc^:

0 . t U 4 0-4 3^<7)T-:?Sa*ITtc:I^^L

TOfc'J-fev ^tl-fcS^L. Mm'>^^20
4li. ^g[^tU«3Jg5&*g^m^S 1 0 9-C^'UT$

il. FF2 0 5*«lt3-fe>yh$ilTV^SS.

^yhT'yZrth. ZtHzX^. U^:^'0y^20A
^la^tUSSmfg^m^S 1 0 9i^A*^l0l*- 40

^(r>l/7.=rJ>.^o«y^CLK<7)^a.y^-9->f^;PS[$-ai

(2) mmk
mkt)'^y9)i(^20(>\t. mimkf]-^y9vv7.
9 2Q\<ri)&-))S20\):.Vmfl^y9 20A<r))i^-ns

204k$-JtKL. 'eil<^<7)ai:^S2 0 li:S2 04*i

^L<^:o/c^. aj:'jS2 0 6$ritz-rs,

^'JtiK^2 0 6c7)aj:>j S 2 0 6 3&n (C^rS . Sat'i^

-ffflFF2 0 8«{il:>jS2 0 8*Ut3-b-y h^tlS. <1
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St?{^:'J4 0-4 3^c^T-^Sa^Tt3|5|^Lt:0fc
y-fe y

( 3 ) r-^Sa
FF2 0 8cr)tb:»3S2 0 8*>'l{c:^rSi:. S^t^tyS
3^^M^S 2 0 0a ^ai:J]-ri. 2A:^AN D^-'- h 2

2 0~2 2 3iO-*-c7)A**U i::S:0. mflF^m^L'
S^'X^' 2 0 3<^ai:»J S 2 0 3 -0~S 2 0 3 - 33&n T'

&sm?<ty mut. 40) t^j^Lx^^^ys
si^^m^s 2 0 0 a-o*n fc^roT^^t y 4 0

^co#jaj&^nrigi:^-& , my^^"^ y 4 1 ~4 3

£a^tyS2J^nr©^S200a-l~S2
0 0a-3*<0£0/c«). t

FF2 08coai*S2 083&^lcOSf. ^ffiTHl^X

;*'>y^2 0 9i:SjiTHUX;!^'>y:5'2 1 Ot^i^Xy-

A n >y C L KtJ: oT 1 o-f y hT -yrL

.

-efL^iO;>&'7y:J'2 0 9. 2 103&»^>ai:»J$ilS^^

yMJUr h' u::^ s 2 0 0 c&t/^ixt ysar k

^XS2OObl:J:0. ^^a^ty3 0 0{C?^$fL
S 3 0 0 c0Mai*%t>*l.^ ^iO^

str-:? s 3 0 oA^^ic^^y 4 o^msii?.,
(4) sa^T
*^T;<?'»'^Jk®5S2 0 7{4. m.]mTii^y9WJx
920 2<r>}Ai^S20 2tfm:^'^y-9 20A<7)^^S

20Aht:im.L. ^tl(><7)^-nS20 2bS20Atf^
^L<=3roytl^(:ttt:'3S2 0 7*ni:^t^. m:fi^y
9itMlSs2 0 7<7)\ii:fjS2 07i}niZ^j:ht. SSSIffll

bWfflF F 2 0 5<?5aj* S 2 0 5tmt'y >f fflF F

208i0ai*S208*«0l:y-fe>yh$/l. ^SL^^^y

4 0^\ffmi2i9mimr-t^ .

[0012] mi<?Dj; 3t:::*^C?lT{4. SOPSJl 0 0

*>ii>2|5lcoiSr^ (^^^ryS)i>'^•7^-^'ill^^Jii^S

101. m/^SL^^e vm^mithm^^s i o 9 ) s:

ffi-t/ittt*. t y SjMllfflllSJ200 fOSIlffllfc:i o

T^t>< ^: y 4 0~4 3 ^OH^rlfeScttS: t -9T SijWtC

leiifX'^i.. -eco^ci^), ©jffligpi ooc7)j[^7&«g«$n

sfc^^t. ^g[^ty4o~4 3o^^y^fi$-/h$<

{f . ««fiSir|H]8§3 0-3 3 . x:hmm^ y 1 0-1
3, aiX^St?<*y4 0~4 35r®m^!Mtc:|5tT4

200m3VM<^mmz^-rm. <7ymtH

[0013]
i^<m^] ammizmmttzxdiz. :^^izx

L. -e^om^ttymaaiifflia^siffliistioTSiffli^
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